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• Sectoral initiatives 
Automotive, Aerospace, Metal industries, Processing industries, military, 

• Lean competency system, Chartered engineering, University courses 

• Job adverts  - 5360 on Indeed 21.8.19 Amazon, Ikea, PepsiCo (making 
Monster Munch) 

Consolidation



Public services Time line analysis of reform in local government Glennon 2017

Lean & transformation

Business planning/ 
mgmt. by objectives

Management approach



• ICIPS – looking at CI in public sector 
organisations
• Most common tools used– much the same as other organisations
• Common problems  - much the same as other organisations; lack of 

leadership, staff resistance and  lack of cohesive strategy 
• Where to base CI expertise centrally or distributed?
• Hard to quantify benefits – issue in public sector high levels of 

accountability

• Royal Air Force – an examination of lean 
principles

• All apply except pull  - replace by idea of demand readiness

Other Public Services
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• Institute for Healthcare Improvement - IHI http://www.ihi.org/
• E.g. Run charts http://www.ihi.org/education/IHIOpenSchool/resources/Pages/AudioandVideo/Whiteboard8.aspx

• The Healthcare Improvement Studies institute THIS institute
• To strengthen the evidence base for improving healthcare.

Health sector has adopted and rethought lean ideas to result in its own version 
and lexicon
• Moved away from lean terminology
• NHS Productive ward, improvement hub
• Improvement Science → Improvement Studies

Health is extending lean ideas and associated tools and 
techniques by practice and research

Health

http://www.ihi.org/
http://www.ihi.org/education/IHIOpenSchool/resources/Pages/AudioandVideo/Whiteboard8.aspx


Underlying causes 
of barriers to lean –
ostensible Leite 2019

• Considering ostensible barriers 
lead to idea of underlying 
barriers

− What are your underlying 
barriers?

− Demonstration of deeper 
thinking that is required to 
progress ideas of lean



Visual management and tools in Healthcare

Orthopaedic 
mapping
https://www.flickr.com/p
hotos/veteranshealth/24
781870463

Board for 
planning care
Verbano, Crema, and 

Nicosia, F (2017)

“Graphicing” for 
conceptualising 
care
Bateman et al. 2019 



• Fundamental to CI
• Using little data 
• How do you make VM better?

Research
• VM principles for designing communication boards (Bateman et al. 2016 )
• Latest research - based on experiments comparing formats (Gardner 2017)

• Layout (flow) of board matters  
• Status indicators don’t inform decision-making – may make people lazy
• No strong preference for any format, graphs table etc.

• Next  - analogue versus digital

Example of tool Visual Management



Summary



Grand Theory Not quite

• Hard nuts to crack e.g leadership, resistance to change.
• feedback from ICIPS and Leite (et al 2019)
• lean has to go back to general management thinking

• Lean accounting standardisation (gap of gaap)

• VM can live outside lean but still works well in it – active area much can be done

• Health has embraced lean, then evolved and adapted to own needs

• Definitions of lean
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